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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we verify a prediction of the LanglandssLusztig program in the special case of the 
algebra of double cosets K(F,)\GL,(F,)/K(F,), w h ere K is the fixed point subgroup of an involu- 
tion on CL, (see Conjecture 3.6 and Example 7 of [Cl). We calculate the dimension of the algebra by 
computing the number of K(F,)-conjugacy classes in the space GL,(Fy)/K(Fq). We compare this 
dimension with the size of the set parametrizing representations of the double coset algebra, defined 
in terms of perverse sheaves on the flag variety. These numbers turn out to be the same. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a connected reductive group defined over a finite field F, of q elements 
and let G = G(F,) be the finite group of its rational points. Let B : C? + C? be an 
involutory automorphism, @ its fixed point subgroup and K a subgroup of G” 
containing the identity component Gf. Grojnowski in [G] Conjecture 3.6 (see 
also [Ll] and [L2]) postulated a parametrization of K-equivariant perverse 
sheaves on the symmetric variety G/K. Throughout the rest of this paper let G 
be the general linear group GL,(F,) and K = K(F,). Consider the algebra of 
double cosets K\G/K. Grojnowski’s conjecture for this special case predicts 
that the dimension of this algebra is equal to the cardinality of the set para- 
metrizing character sheaves on K\G/K. In this paper we verify that these 
numbers are indeed the same. 
The dimension of the algebra is calculated by computing the number of 
K-conjugacy classes in the space G/K. Recall the general strategy for studying 
the conjugacy classes of a reductive algebraic group (see [SS]) and, in partic- 
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ular, those of G (see Section 2). It is to use the Jordan decomposition. That is, 
look first at the conjugacy classes of semisimple elements, we next calculate the 
centralizers of elements in such classes and then find the unipotent conjugacy 
classes of these centralizers. Likewise. this approach is used here to enumerate 
the set of K-conjugates of G/K (or equivalently, the set of double cosets 
K\G/K) as a sum over the ‘semisimple’ K-conjugacy classes of G/K of ‘uni- 
potent’ K-conjugacy classes taken from centralizers. 
The cardinality of the set parametrizing character sheaves on K\G/K is cal- 
culated also as a sum over semisimple K-conjugacy classes of G/K (see Theo- 
rem 3.4 of [G]). Recall the definition of the coherent continuation representa- 
tion (see [BV] and [LV]). Let L be a connected reductive linear complex Lie 
group and B : L + L an involutive automorphism. Let R be a subgroup of LB 
containing L,“. Then R has finitely many orbits on the flag variety of all Bore1 
subgroups of L. Let 7 be a set of representatives for these orbits. For h E 7, 
write Rb for the group of elements of R stabilizing b. The quotient group 
Rh/(Rh), has exponent two. Let D be the finite set of all pairs (6, T), with b E ‘T 
and r a one-dimensional representation of Rh/(Rb)O. Let F be the C-vector 
space spanned by {e? : y E D}. The Weyl group of L has a representation on F 
(Proposition 5.5 of [LV] with u = l), the coherent continuous representation of 
L with respect to R. 
Let gK be a semisimple coset of G/K. Working over some extension of F, we 
have a polar decomposition g = k? where B(k) = k and O(x) = 2-l. Choose x to 
be as singular as possible. Denote as L, the centralizer Zo(X). The group L, will 
be a product of general linear groups over extensions of F,, that is, 
L, E ni GL,,,,(Fqd,). Let L: = ni GL,,(C) and K,” = Ly f’ K(C). Let ~~~ be the 
coherent continuation representation for Ly with respect to K.,?. Proposition 
2.4 of [BV] computes the coherent continuous representation in this case to be 
where Cg~ is the set of K-F-conjugacy classes of O-stable Cartan subgroups of Lz 
and detl is the one dimensional representation of W,,(H) given by its action 
on the subsystem of &imaginary roots. Note that if gi K and g2K are elements 
of the same semisimple K-conjugacy class of G/K then Fg,~ is equivalent to 
3 k?K. 
Throughout this paper K will assumed to be F,-split. Also we will always 
assume that the involution 0 is semisimple, that is, that the characteristic of F, 
is not equal to two. 
The following theorem is a special case of a conjecture of Grojnowski, see 
Conjecture 3.6 of [G]. I would like to thank Ian Grojnowski for the illuminating 
conversations in which he communicated and explained this problem to me. 
Theorem 2. Let K be as dejined above and let S be a set of representatives for the 
semisimple K-conjugucy classes ofG/K, then 
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IK\G/KI = c &K&K) 
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In fact the number of unipotent conjugacy classes of G/K that commute with a 
semisimple gK is equal to (FgK? FxK). 
In Section 2 we look at the motivating example, conjugacy classes of G. In 
Section 3 we expand on the concepts in this introduction and determine the 
various subgroups K. In the remaining sections we prove Theorem 2 case by 
case. 
2. THE DIAGONAL CASE 
Consider the group G x G, with the involution O(g1.g~) = (gz.gt); its fixed 
point set is AG, the diagonal subgroup of G x G. Now (G x G)/ AG % G and it 
follows that finding AC-conjugacy classes of (G x G)/AG is equivalent to 
finding conjugacy classes of G. 
For the group G, it is well known that two semisimple elements are in the 
same conjugacy class if and only if they have the same characteristic poly- 
nomial. The centralizer of an element of such a semisimple conjugacy class will 
be a product of GL,,,,(F,,,,)‘s, the m;‘s and F, d’s being (respectively) the multi- 
plicities and splitting fields for the F,-irreducible factors of the characteristic 
polynomial of elements in the class. The unipotent conjugacy classes which 
commute with this semisimple conjugacy class are then parametrized by 
(multi-)partitions of the m;‘s (this is just the sizes of the Jordan blocks in the 
Jordan canonical form of an element of that conjugacy class). Note that the 
number of (multi-)partitions of the M;‘S is also equal to the number of con- 
jugacy classes of the Weyl group of the centralizer (which will be a product of 
symmetric groups, &,‘s). We shall put all this information into the language of 
Theorem 2. 
Embedthequotient(GxG)/nGintoGxGasthesetX={(g.g~‘):gEG}. 
Then s = (g. g-‘) E X is a semisimple element if and only if g is a semisimple 
matrix. Let .L, be the centralizer of x in G x G and so 
L, = z,(g) x Z,(g) = n GL, (F,si, ) x GL, CC,,,. ) 
and L, n AG = ni AGL,,(F,,,,). The involution acts on L, by interchanging 
the components in each factor. 
The Weyl group of CL,(C) is the symmetric group S,,, and so the Weyl group 
of .!,, is n, S,,,$ x S,,,,. Recall that the representations of S,,, are parametrized by 
the partitions of no. Let OX be the representation of S,,, associated to X (for ex- 
ample see [FH]). The set of all partitions of m is denoted by P,, and the set of all 
partitions by P. We shall denote the diagram of a partition X by the same sym- 
bol A. 
To compute the coherent continuous representation for L’\‘ = 
n; GL,,,< (C) x GL,,, (C) we first need to compute the coherent continuous rep- 
resentation for each component. 
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Proposition 3. The coherent continuous representation for GL,(C) x GL,(C) 
with respect to AGL,,(C) is 
Proof. The group GL,(C) x GL,(C) h as only one AGL,(C)-conjugacy class 
of O-stable Cartan subgroups (see [MI). Choose the Cartan subgroup 
H = D x D, where D is the group of diagonal matrices in GL,(C). The roots of 
H will be the disjoint union of the roots of the two components and 0 acts by 
interchanging them. In particular, all the roots are O-complex and so the one 
dimensional representation to be induced is the trivial representation. Thus 
&,,, = Ind&zts”l (trivial) and the result follows since for any finite group W, 
IndyGW(trivial) = @ gIxIg* 
OEti 
where I& is the set of irreducible representations of W and O* is the dual 
representation to fz 0 
Denote by FX be the coherent continuous representation for LF with respect to 
L: n AG(C) then 
(4) 
Thus (.FX, F,X) is the total number of (multi-)partitions of the mls, that is, the 
number of unipotent conjugacy classes commuting with g. Hence the total 
number of conjugacy classes of G is equal to the sum over the semisimple con- 
jugacy classes of G of those (.FX, .FX) terms and so Theorem 2 is satisfied in the 
diagonal case. 
3. DEFINITIONS 
The map @ : g H g6QP1 is constant on left cosets of K and induces an embed- 
ding of G/G* into G. Denote the image of !,V as X = X(F,). An elementary cal- 
culation gives that X is subset of {g E G : B(g) = g-’ }. Clearly two elements in 
X are K-conjugate if the cosets they represent are K-conjugate for all k E K and 
g E G (this becomes ‘if and only if’ when K = GO). Thus 9 induces an en- 
domorphism G/K + X of K-sets with fibers GO/K. The K-action on both sets is 
given by conjugation. 
We call a coset gK semisimple (respectively, unipotent) if the matrix S(g) is 
semisimple (respectively, unipotent). Let x E G have the Jordan decomposition 
x = x,x, = x,x,, where x, is‘semisimple and x, is unipotent. Then x E X if and 
only if both x, and x, are in X (see [RI, Lemma 6.2). That is, we have a Jordan 
decomposition for X. Let gK be a semisimple coset with 9(g) = x. There exists 
a O-split torus T,y = Tx(Fq) containing x (see [RI, Proposition 6.3). Thus over the 
algebraic closure F4 of F, there exists a X E 7’#,) c X(F,) such that X* = x. 
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Writing g as _%k we have j&Q(&)’ = XI and it follows that k E GO. Hence there 
is a ‘polar decomposition’ for elements of G with respect to 0 (see for example 
[Gal XI, $2) and this gives an alternative definition for .X. The eigenvalues of S 
will be the square roots of the eigenvalues of x and thus determined up to sign. 
Choose X to be as singular as possible, in the sense that the choice of signs is 
consistent so that the centralizer L, will be as large as possible. Note that L, is a 
subgroup of Z,(X). Let I E L., then H(l.%‘) = t9(.Y) and so 0(/).~~‘0(/)) = .T ‘. 
That is, B(L,) C L,x and so B gives an involution of L,. 
When the base field is C we can use as representatives for the conjugacy 
classes of involutive automorphisms those that arise from the complexification 
of a maximal compact subgroup of a real form of GL,,(C). The groups we ob- 
tain are GL,,(C) x GL,_,(C), the complex orthogonal group G(n,C) and the 
complex symplectic group Sp(n, C). These groups are all connected except for 
G(n, C) which has identity component SO(n, C). 
Let Z, be the a x a identity matrix and let Za,h = (k.U,h). We prove Theorem 2 
case by case. The case of K = Sp(n, Fy), coming from the real form GL,;z(H). 
was done by Grojnowski ([G], see also [BKS]). The final two sections deal with 
the other two possibilities. These two sections are labeled by the associated real 
form. 
Here the involution 8 is given by g H IP,~-,,gI,,,,_P (with p 5 II - p). Now GH is 
the group GL,(F,) x GL,_p(Fy). As GH = Gi, this is the only possibility for the 
group K. Since det0(g) = detg we have that X C {g E SL,,(F,) : 8(g) = g-l}. 
Writing an element of G in the form ($ :) where A E M,,(F,) and D E M,,_,,(F,,), 
we see that elements of X satisfy 
and so we must have AB = BD, CA = DC, A’ - BC = I,, and D’ - CB = I,, ,,. 
4.1. Counting conjugacy classes 
In this subsection we decompose a vector space into two subspaces labeled by 
different superscripts. In such a situation, we will adopt the convention that 
I’ + 1 is defined to be Y + 1 (mod 2). 
We will view the homogeneous space G/K as X’, the space ofdecompositions 
of F:; into pairs of subspaces V = (V”, V’) with dimI’/” = p. dimV’ = II -p 
and Y0 n V’ = {O}. This isomorphism is induced by @’ : G + X’ where G’(g)” 
is the span of the first p column vectors of g and G’(g)’ is the span of the last 
n -p column vectors of g. This is an isomorphism of K-sets, with the K-action 
on X’ being given by k.V = (k( V”).k( VI)). Let E = @‘(I,,) be the standard 
decomposition, that is, E” is the span of the first p standard basis vectors and 
E’ is the span of the last n - p standard basis vectors. Denote the standard ba- 
sis of E and E’ by E and I” (respectively). The projection onto a subspace Wwill 
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be denoted by 7rw. We now give the two invariants which will be used to de- 
scribe the K-orbits of X’. Since these also describe the K-conjugacy classes of X 
they are related to the Jordan canonical form of elements of X. The first in- 
variant corresponds to the Jordan blocks that break into smaller orbits when 
we restrict conjugation to K. These turn out to be the blocks with eigenvalues 
* 1. The second invariant corresponds to the blocks for which K-conjugacy is 
equivalent o G-conjugacy. 
The first invariant is used to locate a decomposition V with respect to the 
standard decomposition E. Let X E {il},s E (0, I} and t = t(A,s) = s-t 6x,-l 
(the Kronecker delta). Define a A,-eigenvector chain of Vof length I to be a se- 
quence of I linearly indepedent vectors c = [?I, ~2,. . . , c,] satisfying the follow- 
ing: (1)Ct E V”nEf;(2)cjE Vs and x~,(c~)=~~E~(c~+I) for i> 1 odd; (3) 
Ei E Vs+’ and 7r E,+j (Zi) = T~,+I (Ci+ 1) for i even. We call a chain c a standard 
chain if the nonzero XE~(C~) E E’. So Et is a standard basis vector and, for i > 1, 
we have that T; is the sum of two standard basis vectors. Note that if c is a 
&-eigenvector chain of V then there exists a k E K such that k(c) = 
[k(rl), . . . , k(d/)l is a standard A,-eigenvector chain of k. V (just use the change 
of basis matrix between the elements of c, extended to form a basis, and the 
standard basis). Given a chain c denote by (c) the span of the elements of the 
chain. 
Let gK correspond to the decomposition V and to x E X, that is, 9(g) = x 
and P’(g) = V. Each maximal standard A,-eigenvector chain in V corresponds 
to a Jordan block for the eigenvalue X in the Jordan canonical form of x. We 
illustrate this correspondence when c is a maximal standard lo-eigenvector 
chain of length 2j (the other cases being almost identical). Let 21 = Cl and for 
i > 1 let Pi be the standard basis vector appearing in C; which does not appear in 
Ci_ 1 (so that c = bi + ii_ 1). Form the ordered basis E, by ordering the {@i}i SO 
that the standard basis elements from E” come first and otherwise retaining the 
order of the subscripts. Let N be thej x j matrix with Nk./ = 1 for k = 1 - 1 and 
with Nk.1 = 0 otherwise. Form the matrix 
gc = (~~11~ck31,c . . . [C2j-IlE,[C21E,[E41~~ . . . L22jIE,) = 
Let OC be conjugation by $j, then 
(gcOc(gczp’ - z2j)Fi = 2 NC+W’ 
N(lj -N)-’ N($ - N)-’ 
Thus g,&(g,))’ will be a single Jordan block of x for the eigenvalue 1. Hence 
(c) n V’ will have an orthogonal complement in V’. By induction, each K-orbit 
of X’ contains a decomposition V with maximal standard chains cy, . ,cL 
which give orthogonal decompositions 
where ? n E” = 9 n E’ = (0). Note that by its definition rrp p = ~~0 P’ and 
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TE’ v ^‘I = ~~1 p’. Also the dimensions of PO, p’ and “E’ vY are all equal, denote 
this dimension by 1~~. Thus, for example, the standard decomposition E has I? 
lo-eigenvector chains of length 1 and (n - p) 1 I-eigenvector chains of length 1 
and so ~1~ = 0. 
Note that other decompositions in the same K-orbit have similar decom- 
positions but these need not necessarily be orthogonal. However the number 
and lenghts of each type of chain will be an invariant of the K-orbit and 
independent of any choice. Thus given a decomposition V, we associate a par- 
tition 11” E P,1__2,,,~ by taking the parts of ,Y to be the lengths of the chains 
constructed above. So, for example, with the standard decomposition we 
have /lE = (1”). Further, to keep record of what type of chain corresponds to 
a part, we construct a function .fv from the diagram of kr I’ to { + 1. i J-1) 
by: for a row p,!’ corresponding to an X,.-eigenvector chain let 
,fqi..j) = (-lY”(XCl)“” ‘. To continue our example, for the standard de- 
composition we get a function that takes on the value - 1 on p points and + I on 
II -p points (this function will depend on some ordering of the rows). 
For IL E P,,_z,,, let A,, be the set of functions ,f from the diagram of /I to 
{& 1. f &f} such that C(r,,)tl, f(i.j) = fz - 2/j and J’(i.j + 1) = -.f’(i.,i). De- 
note by A; the subset of A,, consisting of real valued functions. Let Ap/Row,, 
be the set of equivalence classes of A,, under the relation whereby two functions 
are equivalent if they only differ by a permutation of rows of equal length. For 
the example U(2, 2), representatives of the ten elements of At2?1/R~~,2’i are 
given by 
The first three representatives displayed are those in A$,/Rowtpi. 
Let c be an eigenvector chain V. If c has even length then the dimensions of 
the projections of(c) onto the subspaces E”. E’. V” and V’ are all equal. If c is a 
X,-eigenvector chain of odd length then 
dirnrr/, ((c)) = dim7re,((c)) = dim7rlr, ,/ ((c)) + 1 = dimr,, i ((c)) + 1. 
Let V have LIP l,-eigenvector chains of odd length and h,. - I,-eigenvector 
chains of odd length. Denote by [a] the integer part of a. Since dim V” = dim_!?, 
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Hence bi = b2 and a2 = n - 2p + al. Thus the function fV constructed above 
from the chains of V will be in Ailv and decompositions in the same K-orbit of 
X’ will have the same element of A1,/Row,,. This function fv is the first in- 
variant. 
To construct the second invariant choose a basis (29) of ~~0 (3’) = rrEo (PI). 
There is then a basis {a,‘} of n,+ (PO) = rrEl (p’) such that {Fo + g:} is a basis of 
PO. This choice gives coefficients cc. E F, such that a basis for P’ is 
(5) <t?p + c ci’(k$}. 
j 
The matrix (CL) E M,v(F,) can have no 0-eigenvector as that would yield an 
element of an eigenvector chain and it can have no 1-eigenvector as that would 
give an element of V” n I”. This matrix is defined up to the choice of a basis for 
rEo(fo), that is, by conjugation by an element of G&v(F,). Denote the set of 
conjugacy classes of elements of GL,(F,) without 1 as an eigenvalue by 
C,$’ (F,). An element of this set is the second invariant. 
The above discussion gives for each decomposition a pair consisting of an 
element of A,/Row, and an element of Cf’ Cn_,P,J,2(FY), where p is a partition with 
1~1 I II and 1~1 = 12 (mod 2). Now any two decompositions with the same pair 
of invariants lie in the same K-orbit (as we can write out bases for V” and V’ 
from these invariants). Thus 
(6) IK\GIKI = f: c IA,lRow,,I . I c”EJ. M’ M’ = 0 P E p* -2, 
4.2. The coherent continuous representation 
Remark 7. A torus T of G is called o-split if 0(t) = t-i for all t E T. Every 
semisimple x E X is contained in a maximal B-split torus of G (see [RI, Propo- 
sition 6.3). If Tand T’ are maximal e-split tori of G then there exists an element 
k of G: such that kTk_’ = T’ (see [VI, 31). Hence all semisimple elements of X 
are K-conjugate to a matrix of the form 
( -AB A” 1n-2p) 
where A and B are diagonal p x p matrices satisfying A:, + Bfi = 1. Since the 
K-conjugacy classes of these elements are determined by the diagonal entries of 
the submatrix A the semisimple conjugacy classes of X is determined by the 
characteristic polynomial of this submatrix. This gives a one to one corre- 
spondence between semisimple conjugacy classes of X and manic polynomials 
in F4[y] of degree p. Thus there are qP semisimple conjugacy classes of X. 
Let gK correspond to Vand x, that is, p(g) = x and p’(g) = V. Let C = (cc.) 
(see Equation 5), then 
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After conjugating by an element of AC&V (Fy) to put C into Jordan canonical 
form we see that the right hand side Equation 8 is semisimple if and only if C is 
semisimple. Thus semisimple cosets correspond to the decompositions V which 
have all their eigenvalue chains of lenght one and whose matrix (c,!“) is semi- 
simple. Using this, the fact that there are qp semisimple conjugacy classes can 
now be verified from Equation 6. Now let V be semisimple with Us I,.-eigen- 
vector chains and b, - l,-eigenvector chains. Recall that bl = bz (which we will 
write now simply as b) and a2 = n - 2~ + at. The (at + ~1) I-eigenvector chains 
to correspond to (at +Q) I-eigenvalues of S. Each -lo-eigenvector chain is 
paired with a -II-eigenvector chain and each of these pairs corresponds to a 
pair of -1-eigenvalues of X. These h pairs of chains corresponds to h pairs of 
Al-eigenvalues and -a-eigenvalues of S. 
Let C have characteristic polynomial .fI Write ,f’ = fl,,f;“ll for distinct 
F,-irreducible factors .h with multiplicities m,. Let {X,, ;}, be the roots of the 
polynomial f;. Thus F,,,, = FY({X,.J},) is the splitting field for ,fi. Clearly if 
for some j we have & E F,,t, then 6 E F,,,, for all k. Calculating the 
eigenvalues of the right hand side of Equation 8 yields that a A,.;-eigenvalue of 
C corresponds to a /3;,i-eigenvalue and a ,j,,;‘-eigenvalue for .\-, where 
0i.j = (& + I)/(& - 1). Leti = nj _I” - 2((Xi,, + l)/(X,.i - I)))’ + I. 
The characteristic polynomial of x is 
(I’- 1) (‘1 +@(I’+ 1)2hn (X(y))““. 
Now F,,,, ({ &}i) = F,,,, ({[j;,,,},,) and the polynomial ,A is irreducible over F,,,, 
if and only if & 6 F,,!, . Thus ,A is F,-irreducible when 6 E F,,/, and is the 
product of two distinct F,-irreducible polynomials of equal degree when 
6 6 F,,,, . The group Zc(s) is then given from this data as a product of gen- 
eral linear groups. 
Since .U and .Y lie in the same torus, comparing Zc(S) with ZC(S) is equivalent 
to comparing the respective sets of eigenvalues (with multiplicities). Note 
we cannot compute Z,(X) directly from the characteristic polynomial of s as 
this may not lie in F,[y]. We have seen that pairs of -I-eigenvalues of x split 
into pairs of distinct eigenvalues for S. Now pairs 
x correspond to pairs of &and m 
of 9i.j and /I;;;’ eigenvalues of 
et ‘g envalues for X. Thus there can only 
be a change in multiplicities here if /YI,,, = pi,/‘, forcing an invalid choice of 
A,,,. Hence L,. is the product of the same general linear groups that oc- 
cur in Zc(.r) with the exception of the factor that comes from the -I-eigen- 
vector chains. This factor is the centralizer in GLz,,(F(,) of 
( > 
uI,, ‘1’ and so is the 
subgroup of matrices of the form (_!s i ) withA. B t M,,(F,). When J-1 E F, it 
is isomorphic to GLh(F,) x G&(F,) by (_“s t) H (A + flB. A - dTB). 
Thus the involution t3 acts here by swapping components. When fl 6 F, this 
factor is isomorphic to GL,,(F‘,?) by (:“R z) H A + &fB. Thus the involution H 
acts here by conjugation by 6i. Similar calculations show that 0 acts by 
swapping components on the GL,,,(F,,,,) x GL,,(F,,c,) factors and acts by con- 
jugation on the GL,,,(Fy2<,,) factors. (Note that the centralizer of the right hand 
side of Equation 8 is the subgroup of matrices of the form (& z) where 
A, B E M,,v(F,) commuting with C.) The involution 6 acts on the GL,,+.,(Fy) 
component by conjugation by I,,,,?. 
The Weyl group of L, is the appropriate products of symmetric groups. To 
compute F’, we need first to compute the coherent continuous representation 
for each component, there being three cases to consider. The one for 
GL,(C) x GLm(C) with respect to AGL,,(C) was handled in Proposition 3. For 
the other two cases we have the following Proposition. 
Proposition 9. The coherent continuous representation for. 
(i) GL a,+a2(C) with respect to GL,, (C) x GL,,(C) is 
@ IAF(az - al)/Row&u. 
XEPq*,,, 
(ii) GL,(C) with respect to GL,(R) is 
FR., = $ OX. 
XtP, 
Proof. Part (i) is calculated in [BV] Section 4. 
Part (ii). Let 7 be the involution given by complex 
[f] + 1 GL,(R)-conjugacy classes of r-stable Cartan 
Representatives of these classes is given by the set 
{Ilj},,5i5~, where hi . h I’ 1 b is t e ie a ge ra of matrices of the 
A(Ql, PI) 
A(o;, Pi) 
YI 
conjugation. There are 
subalgebras of gl,(C). 
of Cartan subalgebras 
form 
with A(a, p) being the matrix (t/j i) and oj, /3j and rj E C. NOW Wo~,(c)( hi) = S/ 
while the little Weyl group w~,,@~(hj) = W(Bi) x S/-zi, (where W(Bi) = 
(Z/22)’ K Si is the Weyl group of type Bi). Now h, has linear functionals a;, p, 
and TV* given by vj*(h) = vj The r-imaginary roots of hi are then 
{~;-~;:l<j#k<Z-2i}.Thus 
FR.1 = Cl3 Ind~cB,)xS,~*l(trivial) 1xI (sign) 
i 
= @ Indz,,s,_, Ind~i~,~;~,_ (trivial) IXI (sign) 
i 
Now by [BV], Lemma 4.1.b we have 
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If ax is a representation of Sj then, by the Littlewood-Richardson rule (see 
[FH], sA.l), we have 
where P,*_L. is the set of partitions that can be obtained by adding k squares to X 
so that no two are added to the same row. Using induction and applying 
Equations 11 and 12 we see that each partition occurs exactly once in the above 
expression for 3n.1. 0 
Since, in this case, @induces an isomorphism, we will refer to 3pcKKJ instead of 
3?~. Piecing together these three different types of coherent continuous rep- 
resentations yields 
where P, = PC,, +(,, x Pb x ni P,,, and the e,‘s are either 1 or 2. Thus the right 
hand side of the equation in Theorem 2 becomes 
(14) c (3x-7 3,) = .,gs xxl,x c ]A,R/Rowx]‘. 
\ES n, 1’1” EP, 
Let U(c,:) be the set of unipotent conjugacy classes in CL,,.1 (Fy) that com- 
mute with (c;“;). By the discussion in Section 2 we have that the right hand side 
of the above equation is equal to 
The following is combinatorial lemma which completes the proof of Theorem 2 
for this case. 
Lemma 15. Fur X E P,, _ 2,,, w-e have 
IAxlRowxI = c 
(~‘.“]tPxP:/1UI/Ur/=X 
IA;lRow,, I?. 
Proof. Consider the map @ : A? x A? ---t A, induced by 
Wl.f2)(Y. l)=fi(y. l)Jf(K l).fi(y, 1). 
To calculate the sum of an element of Ax over X we need only to sum over the 
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first columns of rows of odd length. Let X have k odd rows, on these k first 
squares an element of A: takes K$ -p times the value +l and takes 9 +p 
times the value - 1. It is then easy to check that @J is well-defined. Conversely, we 
have a well-defined inverse ‘;P-‘, induced by 
@p’cfN(r, 11, (s, 1)) = (+df(r, l)),~cf(~, 1))) 
where A(x) is 1 if ,Y E {+l, -G} andis -1 if x E (-1, +6I}.Thus themap 
@ is a bijection, however it doesn’t remain a bijection under the equivalence 
relation given by permuting rows. This is since restricting to two rows of X 
of equal even (resp. odd) length yields nine (resp. two) possibilities for 
AF/Rowx x AF/Rowx whereas there are ten (resp. one) possibilities for 
Ax/Rowx. Hence to induce a bijection onto Ax/Rowx we need also to consider 
partitions 1-1 which we can obtain from X by deleting pairs of equal rows. 0 
5. CL,(R) 
Let wg be the element in S,, given by (1 n)(2n - 1) . . . ([y] [ +I). We will also 
write ~‘0 for the corresponding permutation matrix. In this case we will use for 
6’ the involution given by 6’ : g- wo(gp’)‘wo. Thus G0 is the orthogonal group 
O,(F,, Q) where Q is the nondegenerate quadratic form given by 
Q(A, B) = Cy=, A, B,+<,(i). This quadratic form has zero Witt defect and so GH is 
F,-split (for example, see [Cl). The group G: is the special orthogonal group 
SO,,(F,, Q). Now IG” : G,$ = 2 so these are the only two possibilities for K. 
For B(g) = g-’ we must have that g is an element of the set Y = 
{g E G : gi,j = g,,(j),w>,(i)}. The set X is the set of elements of Y whose determi- 
nant is a square. Let x be a semisimple element in X. We can choose the element 
x to have the same set of multiplicities of eigenvalues as x and so L, will be 
isomorphic to Zc(x). Hence we need only calculate with x. 
Let x have characteristic polynomialJ’and let f = ni A”” be its factorization 
into F,-irreducibles with the degree off; equaling di. Then 
L, E n GL,, &I, ) 
i 
and its Weyl group is ni S,,. Let P., = ni P,,,,. Since L, is o-stable the above 
isomorphism preserves Q, that is, L, n K is isomorphic to ni GL,, (Fy4) n k. 
Thus L, n G: is isomorphic to (n, 0,, (F,,I,, Q)) n G,f. Whilst L, cl G8 is iso- 
morphic to ni O,, (F,,,,, Q). 
5.1. Counting conjugacy classes 
The strategy here is to first examine K-conjugacy classes. If any two elements of 
Y(Ry) are similar then they are orthogonally similar (see, for example, [Gal XI 
Theorem 4 and using the fact that all quadratic forms are similar over an al- 
gebraically closed field of odd characteristic). Thus any two elements of X(F,) 
with the same Jordan canonical form are conjugate by an element of G”. For n 
odd we have G” = (fl) x G{ so in this case any two elements of X(I?,) with the 
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same Jordan canonical form are conjugate by an element of Gi. To examine the 
Gi-orbits of a single Jordan block of even length we use the following shar- 
pening of Witt’s theorem for the orthogonal case found in E. Artin’s book [A]. 
Theorem 3.16. 
Theorem 16. Let V be an n-dimensional vector space Ivith an non-singular quad- 
rutic ji,rm Q. Let gc; be an isometry of a subspuce lJ of V into I/: It is possible to 
prescribe the value * 1 for the determinant of an extension 517 qj’g[: to ull of V if 
and on/?, if dim U + dim radU < n. 
Let J?,,,(X) be the set of elements of X(F,) whose Jordan canonical form con- 
sists of a single 2m x 2m Jordan block with eigenvalue X. Since IGH : (?:I = 2 we 
have that 32,,!(X) is either the union of one or two Gi(F,)-conjugacy classes of 
X. 
Lemma 17. There are two G/-orbits in Jz,,~(X) 
Proof. We show that there has to be more than one conjugacy class. Let 
x 1 
J= ‘.. ‘.. ( i x 1 x 
Note that J E Y and so is in Jz,,~(X). For an arbitrary L E Jz,,,(X) let Vi(L) be the 
nullspace of (L - XI~,,l)i. We know that L = kJk -’ for some k E CH and so 
k( V,,l(J)) = V,,,(L). Note that V,,,(J) = (el ‘r,,,) and so is a Q-isotropic sub- 
space. That is, dimV,,,(J) + dim radV,,,(J) = 2~. Theorem 16 then shows we 
cannot prescribe the determinant of k. cl 
Using induction we get that there are two (n, O,,,, (F‘,)) n Gi-orbits on 
$; J,,,,(X;) if all the mj are even and one orbit otherwise. Now we descend from 
F, down to F,. To do this we using the following extension of Lang’s theorem 
([SS], Theorem 2.7). 
Theorem 18. Let L be a connected linear algebraic group and o an endomorphism 
of L such that the jixed point subgroup L” is finite. Let M be u nonempt?x L- 
homogeneous space on bvhich a ucts. 
(i) A4 contains a pointfixed by o. 
(ii) Fis HI() E M” and set A = Z~(nz,,). Assume that A is a closed subgroup of‘ L. 
Then the elements of the orbit space L”IA4” are in one to one correspondence n,ith 
those qf H ’ ((T. A/A,)). 
Here H ’ (0. A) denotes A modulo the equivalence relation: u - h if a = cbo(c) ’ 
for some c E A. 
Now ZG,y(J) = &I,, and g acts trivially on this. Thus the F,-points of the 
@-orbit containing J consists of two @-orbits. By Witt’s theorem these 
two Gi-orbits form one GO-orbit. So by induction there are four 
(n, Omi &I,)) n G,$ or 1 b’ts on the F,-points of @, J,, (Xi) if all the mi are even 
and there is just one orbit otherwise. 
Recall that S is the set of semisimple elements of G/K. Let S,,,, be the subset 
consisting of those elements with all their associated mi’s even. Since there 
exists elements of Y(F,) with arbitrary preassigned Jordan canonical form (for 
example, see [Gal XI, Theorem 5) we have that the left hand side of Theorem 2, 
for this case, is then 
where cK = 1 when K = Ge and CK = 4 when K = G{. 
5.2. The coherent continuous representation 
The following proposition gives the coherent continuous representation for the 
casei= 1. 
Proposition 20. The coherent continuous representation for. 
(i) GL,(C) with respect to O,(C) and (ii) GL,(C) with respect to SO,(C) when 
n=2m+lis 
(iii) GL,(C) with respect to SO,(C) when n = 2m is 
where aA equals two when all the columns of X are even and is equal to one other- 
wise. 
Proof. Case (i) follows from Proposition 9 (ii). For cases (ii) and (iii) there are 
mSO,(C)-conjugacy classes of &stable Cartan subalgebras of g&(C). Rep- 
resentatives of these classes is given by the set of Cartan subalgebras {hi}, < i<,ll 
where hi is the Lie algebra given in Proposition 9 by Equation 10. The little Weyl 
groups are Wso,(c)(~i) = W(Bi) x Sn_2i unless n = 2m and i = m, in which 
case IVsO,,z,c,(h,,) = IV(&) where IV(&) = (Z/22)“- ’ D( S,,, the Weyl group 
of type D,,. Part (ii) now follows the same proof as for Proposition 9 (ii). For 
part (iii) we have: 
F~,,, = @ IndgBr,,,2(,,j ~) (trivial) [XI (sign) 
I <i<m 
Ind$;b,zzl(trivial). 
NOW Ind$TD,p,l (trivial) = IndgTBn,) Indg/?i (trivial) = Ind$~~~z~ (trivial) @ 
(sign). Thus from the proof of Proposition !? (ii) 
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@Ind$;k,,,(sign). 
But Ind$ik,,;(sign) is th e sum of the representations of SZ,~~ which are para- 
metrized by diagrams which are the transpose of the diagrams in 
Ind$TB,,,,(trivial). The 1 emma now follows from Equation 11. 0 
By induction, as a corollary to the above Proposition 20 we have the following. 
Corollary 21. The coherent continuous representation,for 
(9 nj G&!(C) ,‘d 12 I I respect to ( ni O,,, (C)) n SO,,(C) is 
@rI X(,)EF, 2~,%, 
ifs E S,,,,,, 
%I Ail I t P, m I 0X(/ I
otherw~ise. 
(ii) n, GLT(C) with respect to ( nj O,,,, (C)) is 
83 q qi) 
nXirltP\ 
Comparing this with Equation 19 we see that Theorem 2 is proved for this case 
Remark 22. Note that Theorem 2 does not hold if we use a K which is not a 
split form. For example, let Q be a nondegenerate quadratic form with a Witt 
defect of one, then the orthogonal groups O,(F,, Q) and SO,,(F,, Q) are non- 
split forms (note that this case can only occur for n even). In this case the right 
hand side of Theorem 2 and the number of semisimple conjugacy classes are 
the same as in the corresponding split form case just discussed but that the 
number of unipotent conjugacy classes decreases. For example, when IZ = 2. 
there a1.e no unipotent elements in G/K as there are no isotropic vectors for Q 
in FS and thus all elements of Xare diagonalizable (using the same proof for the 
diagonalizability of real symmetric matrices). In general, there cannot exist 
elements of X whose Jordan canonical form consists entirely of even dimen- 
sional blocks. 
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